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. mitwaa marathi movie full download 104Q: How do I easily search two vector arrays for elements
that appear in another vector? I have two vectors of tuples, of the form

{{a,b},{c,d},{e,f},{g,h},{i,j},{k,l}} and {{z,x},{y,x},{u,v},{t,v},{q,w},{j,v}} I need to search
these two (they are large so this could take a while) for elements that appear in each other, but not
in either of the other vectors. How would I do this efficiently? A: By definition this is what === does.
The point of === is to replace an element in one list by the element of the other list. The result is a

list of booleans which you can sum. {{a,b},{c,d},{e,f},{g,h},{i,j},{k,l}} ===
{{u,v},{t,v},{q,w},{j,v}} Result: {{u, v}, {t, v}, {q, w}, {j, v}} A: As suggested in the comments, if

you're looking to replace elements of one list with elements of the other list, you can use Union:
Union[x, y] A: As suggested in this thread by @MarcoB, you can use MapThread[] or just the more

compact form :| (x|y) I like to use this as a function. For example, if you want to select only the
elements in a and b that aren't in c, you could do : Select[x, #[[1]] | #[[2]] &] EDIT: @Marmaduke
(thanks again) gave an excellent solution with MemberQ. -tracking the acidity of the (C~1~)H^+^

output from CID of the \[M-CO~2~\]^+^ species (with the formation of a weakly associating
\[C~1~\]H~2~^+^ product ion). Conclusions {#Sec4} ===========
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